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“Look at the light! Look at that face,  
natural light, strong shapes and  

people in rich character.”

Jonathan French is an accomplished photojournalist from Washington, D.C. 
He has had works featured in Washington, D.C., Newark, New Jersey,  
North Carolina, and internationally in Cuba, Ghana, Uganda, and France.



My work is not intended as an exhaustive treatise of my subject, but is 
subjective rather than explanatory, its object being to stimulate the mind 
to discovery and perception of truth by virtue of thoughts. I lived in a low-
income project, I loved that project life and the people, the freedom to go  
out for carefree play. I remember the smell of my mother’s cooking after play. 
I was a ghetto child who read about faraway places, people and cultures. 
The idea of forest, rivers, mountains, islands, etc. excited my young mind, my 
landscape was a concrete jungle. It was not the spatial or physical factors that 
defined ghetto but the definition of outsiders. We children self-created our 
world, aided by our parents and a multitude of personal initiatives. Civil rights 
movement influenced possibilities, and political and economic processes 
influenced decisions. There were also social rules, ideals and aesthetics 
people gave meaning by constructing their own living environment. Those 
were my living landscape past, present and future.

The “Door of No Return” in Dakar, Senegal, The House of Slaves  
(Maison des Esclaves) is a museum on Goree Island to the Atlantic slave trade.

Cultural landscape describes my work concerning the African Diaspora with 
emphasis on teaching about families beyond my concrete jungle to share 
the common knowledge African ancestry that is shared. The world is facing 
major changes social issues, climate, food, energy and wars all these require 
attention. Preservation, history and education is an essential aspect of my 
cultural landscape it is the key to the vitality of the Black family throughout 
the diaspora. But nowadays transformation often implicates an approach that 
tends to forgo or even exclude culture and traditions, thereby diminishing 
the vitality and meaning of cultural attachments. My attempt to change the 
cultural landscape is to recognize and share the cultural aspects of those 
beyond our borders. My photographs by virtue of encouraging thoughts, 
enables the mind to be a master weaver--- both of the inner garment of 
character and the outer garment of circumstances and realize the vibrant 
history of the African family around the world. What was once woven 
in ignorance and pain, the untold history, let knowing your true history 
extended family be the source of enlightenment and happiness.
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